
UFC 248 Full Card + DraftKings Breakdown 

Middleweight  Israel Adesanya (c) vs. Yoel Romero  

Despite losing 3 out of his past 4 fights, Yoel Romero gets another chance to become 

champion of the UFC’s 185lbsdivision (Middleweight). Despite losing in some of his recent 

fights, I thought Romero looked good as he fought very competitively with rising star, Paulo 

Costa and arguably beat Robert Whittaker (split decision at UFC 225). Romero’s cardio is his 

glaring liability as he has a lot of muscle mass and is an explosive athlete. The good thing 

though is that Romero showed against Whittaker that despite getting tired he can push a good 

pace in the later rounds as well as showing his power is threatening then too (had Whittaker 

hurt in rounds 3, 4, and 5). At 43 years young, Romero is a huge threat to pull off this upset to 

champion, Israel Adesanya. I am high on Israel overall. I max bet him to beat Robert Whittaker 

(5-unit max bet) and Kelvin Gastelum (4 units). Despite cashing those bets, I noticed something 

in Israel’s game I know Yoel is capable of exploiting.  Israel is a VERY credentialed striker which 

shows in his offensive striking as he is technical, varied, threatening, and strikes at a decent 

rate. However, defensively, Israel does not fight like a very credentialed striker. Israel enjoys 

being a flashy striker and pull his head straight back with his chin high and his hands at his waist 

to get out of the way of his opponents striking threat by a small margin. This is very evident in 

Israel’s fights with Whittaker and Gastelum (hurt him badly in the 4th round). Derek Brunson 

was able to counter Israel in pursuit of the finish with a hard-overhand left while Brunson was 

rocked because of this as well. Romero has big power and is deceptive as well as precise with 

his striking threat. Romero has shown that he can hurt even durable fighters (had Costa hurt 

more than once) and Israel, while he has not been knocked out in MMA, he has been hurt (i.e. 

against Gastelum) and was knocked out in Kickboxing. Israel’s got the reach & height 

advantages and I expect him to attempt to utilize them to methodically pick Romero apart at 

range, but Israel does not control range as well as I’d like him to. Gastelum and Whittaker 

where closing distance on him consistently and landing effective head strikes due to his striking 

defense being a liability once the distance was closed. Romero’s great chin, ability to slip 

punches well, and keeping a high guard will likely mitigate Israel’s striking threat at range. 

Romero can wrestle here, but I am not projecting him for more than a few (3-5) takedowns as 

he will likely conserve his energy for more emphasis in the striking exchanges. The wrestling 

may help Romero win rounds, but I believe we see a knockout materialize here from Romero to 

become champion. And New. 

 

The Pick: Romero via KO Round 3 

 

For DraftKings: I much rather prefer to target Romero ($7,000) as I think he will be lower 

owned than Adesanya ($9,200) and has a stronger chance of making the optimal lineup in a 



win scenario due to the respective DK salaries and opportunity cost (there are many good 

plays priced in Adesanya’s salary range or significantly cheaper).  

 

Women's Strawweight Zhang Weili (c) vs. Joanna Jędrzejczyk 

Like the main event, this is another great bout to look forward to on this stacked card. Joanna 

will look to become champion of Women’s Strawweight again after losing her belt to Rose 

Namajunas. Prior to Joanna’s second bout against Rose, many (including myself) were of the 

opinion that Joanna will out strike her opposition over the course of 5 rounds as Joanna is a 

VERY credentialed striker, that is varied, technical, sound defensively, and pushes a high pace 

(and had not lost an MMA bout prior to her bout with Rose). However, Joanna lost a 

competitive, but clear decision (I scored rounds 1,2, and 5 for Rose) to Rose in the rematch. This 

fight as well as Joanna’s fight with Valentina Shevchenko proved that Joanna can be out struck 

on the feet if the opposition is a threatening as well as technical striker. Enter Zhang Weili. 

Zhang shocked many (including myself) in her most recent performance against Jessica 

Andrade. Zhang is a technical striker that is aggressive, throws hard, is physically strong,  is 

athletic, and defensively sound (keeps a high defensive guard). I still wonder about Zhang’s 

cardio down the stretch of a 5-round fight. Unlike Joanna (many times), Zhang has never been 

past the third round of a professional MMA fight. In addition, I did notice Zhang slowed down 

against Tecia Torres in round 3. Should the fight progress into the later rounds, I will favor 

Joanna to win them (rounds 4 and 5 at least) due to Joanna having the superior cardio and 

pace. However, I do not feel confident picking Joanna to win this bout because in addition to 

her TKO loss to Rose where she was hurt, I also noticed she was hurt against Karolina 

Kowalkiewicz, Rose (in the rematch as well), and Claudia Gadelha (at the very beginning of their 

rematch). Zhang clearly has power and is technical, so I believe she will be a threat to Joanna in 

the earlier rounds. Another thing I noticed with Zhang is that while she does keep a high 

defensive guard in the striking department, she does not utilize proper head movement and as 

a result, was rocked by a shot from Danielle Taylor at the very end of round 1 in their fight. I 

also do not think Zhang, despite being physically strong, is a good technical wrestler, so while 

she may be able to takedown Joanna a couple of times, I do not expect the wrestling and 

grappling to play much of a role in this fight as Joanna has strong takedown defense (with good 

ability to scramble back to her feet) and is a proficient & improving grappler (as evidenced by 

her most recent bout against Michelle Waterson). Joanna had her back taken against Michelle 

Waterson a couple of times, so maybe Zhang can capitalize more if she has the same 

opportunities, but I struggle to see her submitting Joanna as Joanna has never been submitted 

and faced very proficient submission grapplers, Claudia Gadelha and Valentina Shevchenko. As 

you can guess, this is one of the more tricky fights to breakdown, but ultimately, I will side with 

Zhang because I think she is the more threatening striker, the more physical fighter, the fighter 

more likely to have success early in the fight, and the more durable fighter.  

 



*Zhang was threatened by a submission attempt from Taylor 

 

*3rd Round Joanna had her back taken by Michelle Waterson and was threaten with a rear-

naked choke 

 

*5th round Michelle had Joanna’s back again 



 

 

The Pick: Zhang via TKO Round 2 

 

For DraftKings: I think both fighters make for excellent plays. If Zhang ($8,900), there’s a 

decent chance it’s by early finish in which case she will score well in respect to her salary. A 

win at Joanna’s price ($7,300) will be competitive (if not on it) with the optimal lineup in a 

decision or finish scenario.  

 

Lightweight Beneil Dariush vs. Drakkar Klose  

Both fighters are on impressive winning streaks and now that they are matched up against each 

other, I think there are some stylistic differences that can be exploited here (particularly 

Dariush having success against Klose). On tape, Klose is tough, is a pressure fighter, is durable 

(though he was rocked by Giagos) and is physically strong. I noticed Klose’s defensive grappling 

is a huge liability though. Klose has given up his back a few times (Christos Giagos, Lando 

Vanatta, and Marc Diakase) and despite being in trouble (i.e. was nearly submitted by Giagos 

because he gave up his back and was not defending adequately in the second round. And was 

dominated on the mat by Bobby Green) on the mat, has not been submitted. Also, I noticed 

Klose can be taken down by former opponents, Christos Giagos, Lando Vanatta, Bobby Green, 

and Marc Diakase. I think Dariush can take down Klose and have a CLEAR grappling advantage 

as Dariush is a Black Belt in Brazilian Ju Jitsu and I expect him to submit Drakkar if he gets in top 

position on the mat. Beniel can out strike Drakkar on the feet, but I think the striking exchanges 

give Klose a much better chance to win this fight. Klose is not known as a huge power puncher, 



but his pressure style combined with the fact Dariush has been hurt in several fights (i.e. against 

Dober, Barboza, Hernandez, and Nijem) make Klose live to get the TKO/KO finish. Beneil has 

shown much more urgency to get the fight to the mat in his three most recent fights, so I 

expect him to have urgency here as well. I am favoring Beniel here due to his grappling 

advantage by a wide margin and a fight he can win in the stand up too.   

*wasn’t fighting hands correctly against Giagos’ sub attempts 

 

 

*Klose was mounted by Bobby Green

 



*Despite being very tired and slowed down significantly by lower body kicks, Lando Vanatta 

was able to take Klose down and take his back 

 

 

*Klose giving up his back to Marc Diakase 

 

 

The Pick: Dariush by Rear-Naked Choke Round 1 



For DraftKings: I think both fighters are in play. I like Dariush ($8,700) more because of his 

clear grappling, wrestling, and submission capabilities. Klose ($7,500) will likely need to win 

this bout by TKO/KO in order to get his hand raised.  

 

Welterweight Neil Magny vs. Li Jingliang 

It’s been about a year and a half since Neil Magny last competed in the UFC’s octagon. Magny is 

a longtime veteran of the UFC and has fought some of the best fighters in this weight class. Like 

in many of his fights, Magny will have a reach advantage here (8.5 inches) and will likely utilize 

it by popping out the jab as he typically does in the striking exchanges. Also, Magny is well 

rounded as he has very good cardio, is a good grappler, is capable of wrestling, is very tough, 

and pushes a solid pace. However, the long layoff, failing a USADA test last May, and the KO 

loss to Santiago Ponzinibbio last time he fought make me unsure if we will get the best version 

of Magny for this fight. I though Li Jingliang looked amazing in his most recent bout against 

Elizeu Zaleski dos Santos. Li was faster, sharper, and had dos Santos’ timing down which led to 

the outstanding performance which resulted in a TKO/KO finish in round 3. No doubt Li is 

talented, but I think Neil is the best opponent (and longest) he’s faced in the UFC so far and 

while Magny is not a power puncher, I’ve noticed Li has been rocked (recovers really well 

though after hitting the mat) in several fights which is a concern in general (was rocked by Jake 

Matthews twice, Frank Camacho, David Zawada, Daichi Abe, and Bobby Nash). While he is 

talented, Li is not a lock to win this matchup for those reasons. That said, I still believe Li should 

win despite the step up in competition because of the red flags on Magny and also I think Li can 

utilize leg kicks to slow Magny down as Magny’s been very susceptible to leg kicks as evidenced 

by his fights with Santiago Ponzinibbio and Lorenz Larkin where Li can leverage his more 

threatening striking arsenal.  

 

The Pick: Jingliang by Decision 

 

For DraftKings: Jingliang ($8,600) has the potential to win by TKO/KO, so he is certainly in 

play. Magny ($7,600) I think is a viable underdog though he is not a primary underdog play in 

my opinion (I’d rather go cheaper and get Joanna or Yoel). 

 

 

Welterweight Alex Oliveira vs. Max Griffin 

The UFC, very strategically, placed this bout as the main card opener of this Pay Per View as this 

should be a very exciting fight for as long as it lasts. Both fighters will be eager to get back in the 



win column after facing defeat recently. Alex Oliveira’s fighting style is mostly reliant on his 

strength, athleticism, and power rather than technique which is why he’s gassed in multiple 

fights. Oliveira has power in his hands which very well may be the difference maker in this fight 

because I’ve noticed Griffin has been hurt (badly in case of Morono and dos Santos) in multiple 

fights (i.e. against Alex Morono, Elizeu Zaleski dos Santos, Zelim Imadeev, and Thiago Alves). 

Oliveira also has body lock takedown ability due to his physical strength in general, but I do not 

see him having an easy time wrestling against Griffin who’s a solid wrestler and a good athlete, 

so it’s mainly a TKO/KO finish as the path to victory for Oliveira. Oliveira is very capable finisher, 

but not a good round-winner as evidenced by his recent decision losses to Mike Perry and 

Nicholas Dalby. I am favoring Max Griffin to win rounds because I think Griffin is the more 

technical fighter, pushes the higher pace, and will be the one more likely of the two to have 

success wrestling. It’s not by a wide margin though as Griffin, too, has slowed down in fights 

such as against Imadeev and Alves, but showed much better cardio management against Alex 

Morono (his most recent fight). Tough fight to call because I can see Oliveira finishing this fight 

by TKO/KO due to his power threat and durability concerns I have for Griffin, but I will pick 

Griffin because I think he’s got the superior round-winning tools.  

 

The Pick: Griffin by Decision 

 

For DraftKings: I think this fight is boom or bust due to the finishing potential here combined 

with the cardio concerns I have for both fighters. That said, they are both certainly in play. I 

think Oliveira ($8,400) is more likely to win by finish (has the higher upside) and should be 

low owned. Griffin ($7,800) is a live underdog that will score fine in a win scenario.  

 

 

Bantamweight  Sean O'Malley vs. José Alberto Quiñónez 

It’s been about two years since he’s stepped inside the UFC’s octagon, but it’ll be nice to see 

Sean O’Malley back doing what he loves. Despite being out for two years, Sean has been 

working hard and improving at the MMA Lab where he trains which features fellow UFC 

fighters such as Mario Bautista and Scott Holtzman. When these two were schedule to fight for 

the UFC 229 (Khabib vs. Conor) card, the odds were much closer than they are now which tells 

reassures me that Sean has been improving in his time off. Sean competed in a Ju Jitsu 

tournament with fellow UFC fighters at Quintet Ultra where he was able to showcase his 

grappling skills. Looking at Sean’s previous fights, he undoubtably is a good athlete, has power 

(Quiñónez was rocked by Teruto Ishihara and was knocked down by a jab from Nathanial 

Wood), likes to pressure, is a varied striker, is fast, and is a capable grappler. Sean will have the 

striking advantage in this bout for these reasons combined with the fact he will be the busier 



striker relative to José Alberto Quiñónez.  Sean hopefully improved his striking defense (was a 

liability in his fight against Terrion Ware as Ware was hitting him excessively in round 2), his 

cardio, and his defensive wrestling; otherwise, I think an opponent will exploit one or more of 

these flaws and threaten Sean’s undefeated record in professional MMA. José Alberto 

Quiñónez has great cardio, so he can make the fight interesting in that sense if Sean tires again 

like he did versus Ware, but Quiñónez does not fight at a very high pace (likes to be light on his 

feet and be a moving target though his head movement can be improved). Quiñónez can also 

utilize leg kicks as Sean has shown he does not check them. Also, Quiñónez is capable of 

wrestling though I do not think he can consistently take Sean down and control him over the 

course of 3 rounds because Quiñónez is not a great wrestler, nor does he shown consistently 

pursue takedowns, and Sean is not a bad defensive wrestler, is a good athlete, and probably the 

better grappler. Despite the layoff, I will favor Sean because I believe he is the better fighter 

here. 

 

 

*O’Malley getting taken down by Andre Soukhamthath prior the injury he sustained in this fight 

  

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*O’Malley on his back in his Contender Series appearance 



 

*O’Malley with his back on the mat against Terrion Ware 

 

 

 

* Quiñónez in Round 1 versus Wood→ Quiñónez was taken down in round 2 by Wood and gave 

up his back trying to make his way back to the feet which led to the Rear-Naked Choke finish 



 

 

The Pick: O’Malley by TKO 

 

For DraftKings: I think O’Malley ($9,100) is a sneaky play because of where he’s priced and 

also, he’s got the potential to win this fight by finish. I do not think Quiñónez ($7,100) is 

worth much (if any) exposure considering he is a huge underdog, and this is not a great 

stylistic matchup for him.  

 

Lightweight Mark Madsen vs. Austin Hubbard 

This matchup is clear to me. Austin Hubbard will very likely need to defend takedowns from 

former Olympic Wrestler, Mark Madsen in order to win this fight. Hubbard is roommates with 

Heavyweight Contender, Curtis Blaydes and trains at Elevation Fight Team (a camp that 

features fighters such as Justin Gaethje, Rose Namajunas, Drew Dober, Alistair Overeem, Cory 

Sandhagen, and Neil Magny) which is encouraging, but after doing tape study, there is no 

evidence to suggest Hubbard will defend takedowns against the far superior wrestler in Madsen 

as Hubbard was taken down a few times in his UFC debut (in May 2019) by Davi Ramos (his 

defensive wrestling has not been tested since inside the UFC’s octagon) and his offensive 

wrestling technique against Prepolec did not look nearly as sharp as an Olympic caliber 

wrestler. Madsen will likely be able to take Hubbard down and control him on the mat though I 

do not see Madsen finishing Hubbard on the mat as Hubbard showed solid defensive grappling 

against Davi Ramos. While Hubbard has the striking advantage due to his combination striking, 

speed advantage, slight size advantage, and overall better sharpness, I can see Madsen hurting 

Hubbard in the striking exchanges because Madsen has power in his right hand AND Hubbard 

does not utilize proper head movement which led to him getting rocked badly by Davi Ramos 

(in round 3) and rocked briefly by Kyle Prepolec (twice). 



The Pick: Madsen by Decision 

 

For DraftKings: I think Madsen ($9,000) is in play his wrestling potential though I prefer other 

plays such as Dariush, Oliveira, Zhang, Li, and Emmers assuming the lineup does not contain 

their respective opponent. I do not think Hubbard ($7,200) is a great investment for DK. 

 

Middleweight  Rodolfo Vieira  vs. Saparbek Safarov 

Rodolfo Vieira has the most decorated Brazilian Ju Jitsu resume I’ve ever seen in recent 

memory. Vieira has good entries on his takedowns, good pressure from top position, and is 

aggressive (while composed) in top position. If Vieira gets this fight to the mat, it should be over 

quickly due to his grappling advantage by a wide margin. Saparbek Safarov does not have 

adequate submission defense as evidenced by his fight against Tyson Pedro where he was 

Kimura Swept and submitted in the first round. Also, Nicolae Negumereanu threatened Safarov 

with two heel hook attempts in Safarov’s most recent MMA fight. Safarov likes to wrestle, 

though he should use it defensively to try and keep this fight standing where he will have a 

better chance to win this fight. Safarov likes to brawl and as a result was hurt (at least once) by 

Tyson Pedro and hurt badly by Gian Vilante though Safarov is very tough and has power. 

Though Vieira is not known as a striker, I trust his striking defense and risk management much 

more than Safarov’s so I can see Vieira having success on the feet in addition to on the mat. I 

noticed Vieira was tired after round 1 against Oskar Piechota, so if Safarov can drag the densely 

muscled BJJ Ace into deep waters (later in the fight) than he has the potential to finish Vieira, 

but I don’t see that as a likely scenario. What we most likely see though is Vieira takes Safarov 

down early in the fight, passes his guard with ease, and gets a submission if not, TKO finish on 

the mat. 

 

The Pick: Vieira by Arm Bar Round 1 

 

For DraftKings: I think Vieira ($9,300) is an obvious, but good play for his wrestling, grappling, 

and finishing potential. He is also the biggest favorite on the card by a and thus, the safest to 

win. I do not think Safarov ($6,900) is a good investment though I think he’s a better play 

than Hubbard, Chikadze, and Quiñónez. 

 

Middleweight Gerald Meerschaert vs. Deron Winn 



Very interesting matchup, we have here. Gerald Meerschaert is significantly more MMA 

experienced than Deron Winn (41 bouts compared to 7) and will have significant height & reach 

advantages over Winn (will be 7 inches taller and have a 7.5-inch reach advantage). I noticed in 

a lot of Meerschaert’s fights he loses the early exchanges of the fight (sometimes dominantly) 

and in some of them he rallies back to win (i.e. against Oskar Piechota). Even more perplexingly, 

some of the adversity faced came on the mat where Meerschaert is a BJJ Black Belt (his best 

skillset). For instance, against Jack Hermansson, Meerschaert was mounted 3 times in the first 

round before he was finished by a guillotine choke. Also, Oskar Piechota was dominating 

Meerschaert prior to gassing badly and ultimately losing. In general, it’s tough to rely a fighter’s 

best skillset where they’ve shown clear, consistent vulnerabilities. I am interested to see what 

Deron Winn’s game plan is for this fight considering Meerschaert is the superior grappler on 

paper. Winn can easily takedown Meerschaert if he tries, but he may not try to because in his 

debut against Eric Spicely he chose to stand and strike for all 3 rounds as Spicely (like 

Meerschaert) is a BJJ Black Belt. I am going to guess Winn does the same here (chooses to 

strike). I think Winn has more power in his hands, will have the speed advantage, will be the 

busier striker, will pressure more, and is the more effective combination striker which is enough 

for me to favor him in the striking exchanges. Additionally, Meerschaert’s significant length and 

the fact I saw Winn get hurt by Spicely make the striking exchanges closer though than they’d 

otherwise be, but I see Winn’s advantages as more compelling.  

 

* Meerschaert getting his back taken and controlled on the mat against Eric Spicely 

 

 



The Pick: Winn by Decision 

 

For DraftKings: I think there’s a wide range of DK point total outcomes for the winner. That 

said, I think it’s worth some exposure if making multiple lineups. Winn ($8,300) showed in his 

UFC debut he is capable of landing an abundance of significant strikes (169) and while I do not 

expect that consistently out of him, it is encouraging to know he’s capable of it. Meerschaert 

($7,900) can capitalize on Winn’s inexperience in MMA and do so by winning via submission.  

 

Women's Strawweight Emily Whitmire vs. Polyana Viana  

These women are skilled in submission grappling. I believe Viana is the superior submission 

grappler though as she is a BJJ world champion and has looked less susceptible on the mat than 

Whitmire who has been submitted in all three of her professional MMA losses. Whitmire has 

had her back taken a few times in the UFC (twice against Ribas and once against Roberson) and 

also gives up the clinch without much resistance. I think Viana will look to clinch with Whitmire 

in order to take the fight to the mat where I think she’ll be successful. In the submission loss to 

Gillian Roberson, Whitmire was submitted by Roberson from her guard which is a concern for 

this upcoming matchup. In terms of the striking, I think Viana is the more threatening striker as 

she has some power/throws hard, but I do not think the striking advantage will be the 

difference maker in this fight. The pick for me is clearly Viana, but if she makes a mistake on the 

mat again (like she did against Macedo) it can certainly cost her the fight.  

 

*Whitmire got her back taken against Roberson 

 

*Ribas took Whitmire’s back and threatened with submission attempts 



 

 

 

*Another back take from Ribas against Whitmire 

 



The Pick: Viana by Rear-Naked Choke Round 1 

 

For DraftKings: I think Viana ($8,100) is one of the sneakier targets on the whole card due to 

her wrestling, grappling, and finishing potential. I do not think Whitmire ($8,100) is a good 

investment on DK. 

 

Bantamweight  Danaa Batgerel vs. Guido Cannetti 

What I stated for Gerald Meerschaert in terms of basically starting slow, can inversely be 

applied when discussing Guido Cannetti’s previous performances inside the octagon. Guido 

Cannetti had Marlon Vera, Henry Briones, and Kyung Ho Kang all hurt prior to the tides turning 

and him losing the fight via finish. Guido throws with power, utilizes kicks from distance, is a 

capable offensive grappler, is aggressive, and is capable of wrestling, but his defensive grappling 

and durability are liabilities for him inside the octagon. Like Neil Magny, Guido has not fought 

since the UFC’s last trip to Argentina (November 2018) which is a concern. Guido will be 10 

years older (30 compared to 40) than his opponent, Danaa Baterel. Danaa will be looking to get 

in the UFC’s win column after a competitive loss to Heili Alatang. Danaa is basically a striker that 

is passive and tries to win rounds by being the more effective striker. I do not expect Cannetti 

to have much (if any) success wrestling and grappling here against Danaa because Danaa 

defended well against the takedowns of good wrestler, Heili Alatang in his UFC debut. I think 

what we most likely get here is a strikers’ battle primarily where I favor Danaa because I think 

his fighting style is more trustworthy, is more technical, and is more durable. 

  

The Pick: Batgerel by TKO Round 2 

 

For DraftKings: I think this fight has some DK point potential due to the fact it may finish. I 

prefer Danaa ($8,200) because he is the favorite, has the better finish prop, and I trust him to 

win this matchup more.  

 

Bantamweight Jamall Emmers vs. Giga Chikadze 

I am very excited to see Jamall Emmers make his UFC debut. Emmers is very talented and holds 

wins over Cory Sandhagen and Alexander Hernandez. Emmers has the potential to really 

dominate this matchup against Giga Chikadze assuming he shows up at his best (which I am 

expecting him to). Emmers is the superior striker as he fights at the higher pace, is light on his 

feet, is the crisper striker, controls distance well, has power, and is the superior athlete. Giga 



has a kickboxing background and while striking is his best skillset, he has looked vulnerable 

there as he does not move his head much off the center line, does not keep a high guard, does 

not throw in combination (Emmers does), and is not a varied striker. On the mat Emmers has a 

massive advantage as he is the superior wrestler and grappler by a wide margin. Emmers is a 

threatening submission grappler as he hunts for the finish once on the mat and Giga does not 

have adequate defensive wrestling (was taken down a few times by Davis and on the Contender 

Series without much resistance) nor defensive grappling (had his guard passed a lot was 

submitted on the Contender Series). Additionally, Emmers has the much better cardio (Giga 

was tired in round 2 against Davis), has fought the much higher level of competition, and is 

more experienced in mixed martial arts. The pick for me here is clearly Emmers.  

*Giga was mounted by Brandon Davis 

 

 

*Giga was mounted on the Contender Series 



 

 

The Pick: Emmers via Arm Triangle Choke Round 1 

 

For DraftKings: I think Emmers ($8,500) is a great investment on DraftKings due to the fact 

this is a great matchup for him, his potential to finish the fight, potential to wrestle & 

grapple, price, and ownership. I do not think Chikadze ($7,700) is a good investment in this 

matchup. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AJ’s Flash Knockdown Picks: 

Lock them in (cash games): 

• Rodolfo Vieira $9,300 

• Jamall Emeers $8,500 

High priced fade: 

• Israel Adesanya $9,200 

Low-owned GPP higher-priced fighters 

• Danaa Batgerel $8,200 

• Polyana Viana $8,100 

• Beneil Dariush $8,700 

• Jamall Emeers $8,500 

• Alex Oliveira $8,400 

Low-owned live underdog (relative to DK pricing): 

• Drakkar Klose $7,500 

Underdogs (relative to DK pricing → below $8,100) to consider in cash games: 

• Yoel Romero $7,000 

• Joanna Jedrzejczyk $7,300 

 


